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1801 and when he gave the experimental proof
of interference of light in 1802. His work had
influential consequences in considering light as
a wave. On one hand interference is an impressive way to demonstrate the wave character of
light, on the other hand, many optical instruments are based on interference, e.g. instruments for exact determination of distances or
the wavelength of light, so called interferometers. This experiment provides the famous
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Fig. 4.20: Fresnel’s double mirror setup
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Fig. 4.21: Interference with a Fabry Perot setup
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Fig. 4.22: Demonstration of Newton’s rings
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Fig. 4.23: Focusing a laser beam with a Fresnel zone plate

Image screen

Fresnel mirror dividing one light beam source
into two and superimpose their coherent portions. As a must the Newton’s rings module
demonstrates interference caused by thin layers. Further on a Fresnel plate is used to illustrate imaging based on interference and finally,
a Fabry Perot plate demonstrates the working
principle of an optical cavity.

The laser beam of the green laser is expanded
and hits the first mirror in grazing incidence in
such a way that one half of the beam is deflected
by the first and the other half by the second mirror. The second mirror is slightly tilted against
the first one. Both beams are imaged via an expanding lens onto a white screen. In the overlap
area of both beams the famous Fresnel interference becomes visible.
Two flat mirror are aligned parallel to each other by a spacer forming a Fabry Perot cavity with
a mirror distance d of 3 mm with a free spectral
range of 50 GHz. The green laser is connected
to the control unit to allow the precise tuning
of the temperature. Since the frequency change
of the green laser is 4.5 GHz per °C we will observe the frequency change as shift of the interference fringes on the screen.

The classical experiment “Newton’s rings”
comes with a combination of a glass plate
and a plano-concave lens. It is illuminated by
means of a green laser whose beam diameter
is enlarged by a beam expander. The interference pattern is imaged onto a white screen. The
figure shown on the left shows the setup for observing the fringes in transmission. For observing in reflection direction, an image screen with
a small centre hole is used, which is located behind the beam expander.
It is amazing to learn that an arrangement of
concentric rings shows almost the same property as a lens. For such an arrangement, a Fresnel
zone plate is designed in such a way that it will
create a lens like image with a focal length of
60 mm. The plate is illuminated by means of a
green laser whose beam is enlarged by a beam
expander.

Optics Experiments

Interference of light, although
very common in almost all fields
of optics, is not always easily observed, often overlooked or just
neglected. When Isaac Newton
did his investigations on optics, he described
interference observations in detail. But only
Thomas Young was on the right way of interpretation when he stated the general law of constructive and destructive interference of light in
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Fig. 4.24: Demonstrating the Fresnel’s double mirror interference
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Fig. 4.25: Setup of the Fabry Perot

A pair of two reflective coated glass plates are mounted with a fixed distance of 3 mm into a click 25 holder (16) and mounted into an adjustable
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Fig. 4.26: Observation of Newton’s rings in transmission
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As light source a green laser (2) is used, which is mounted into a four axes
adjustment holder (8). The beam diameter is enlarged by the 6 x beam
expander (14) which is inserted into a mounting plate (4) attached to a carrier. Both mirrors of the Fresnel mirror assembly (18) are independently
adjustable from each other. One half of the laser beam hits the first mirror
in grazing incidence and the other half the second mirror and both are
directed out of the optical axis of the rail. The biconcave lens (12) which
is inserted into a mounting plate (4) on an extra rail (10) expands both
beams and images them onto the translucent screen (6).
mount (9) to align the Fabry Perot (16). The expanded laser beam (14) of
the green laser (2) is directed to Fabry Perot (16). The transmitted beam is
expanded by a biconcave lens (12) and imaged onto the translucent screen
(6) where the interference pattern becomes visible. Since the wave fronts
behind the beam expander are plane (parallel beam) the fringes appear
as lines and their distance to each other is given by the wavelength of
the light source, the distance of the plates and finally the geometry like
expansion of the setup. To study the effect of the wavelength, the temperature of the green laser is changed (0.004 nm/°C) by the controller (1)
which results in an observable movement of the fringes.
To observe circular fringes, the beam expander can be adjusted for divergent beams.
The Newton’s ring assembly (17) consists of a plano-convex lens the
curved side of which touches a glass plate whereby the flat surface of the
lens is parallel to the surface of the glass plate and is used instead of the
Fabry Perot (16) of the previous setup. The setup can be operated by using either the green laser (2) or the white light LED (3). In the latter case
the collimating achromat (5 and 13) is used instead of the beam expander
(14). The beam is expanded by the biconcave lens (12) and imaged onto
the translucent screen (6). The observable interference is a result of the
superimposition of reflected and transmitted beams of uncoated surfaces,
thus the contrast in transmission is comparably low.
A better way to view the Newton’s ring with enhanced contrast is to observe the fringes in reflection. In principle a glass plate under an angle
of 45° is placed in front of the Newton’s ring optics (17). The returning
light and therewith the interference pattern is deviated as well and can be
displayed on a screen. However, in this setup we are using a white screen
(7) with a small central hole which is large enough to pass the incident
light. By aligning the Newton’s ring optics (17) by means of the adjustment holder (9) the reflected interference pattern is centred to the screen.
To enlarge the image on the screen (7) the imaging lens (12) is used which
makes the incident laser beam divergent.

Fig. 4.27: Setup to observe Newton’s rings in reflexion
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Fig. 4.28: Experiment with Fresnel’s zone plate
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Code
Qty. Description
DC-0020
1 LED and Photodiode Controller
LQ-0020
1 Green (532 nm) DPSSL in ø25 housing
LQ-0200
1 White LED in ø 25 Housing
MM-0020
2 Mounting plate C25 on carrier MG20
MM-0030
1 Mounting plate C30 on carrier MG20
MM-0110
1 Translucent screen on carrier MG20
MM-0114
1 White screen with centre hole
MM-0420
1 Four axes kinematic mount on carrier MG20
MM-0440
1 Kinematic mount ø25.4 mm on MG20
MP-0130
1 Optical Bench MG-65, 300 mm
MP-0150
1 Optical Bench MG-65, 500 mm
OC-0020
1 Biconcave lens f=-20 mm in C25 mount
OC-0140
1 Achromat f=40 mm in C30 mount
OC-0360
1 Beam Expander x6 in ø25 housing
OC-0720
1 Fresnel zone plate in C25 mount
OC-0730
1 Fabry Perot plate in C25 mount
OC-0740
1 Newton’s rings optics in C25 mount
OM-0450
1 Fresnel mirror assembly
UM-PE05
1 Manual Interference of Light

A zone plate is an arrangement of concentric rings resulting in a focusing ability whose mode of operation
is based on diffraction and interference. The thickness and separation of the rings determines its focal
length. The image of such a zone plate can be calculated and exposed to high resolution films as used in
printing processes. Such a film carrying a zone structure resulting in a focal length of 60 mm is mounted into a click 25 holder
(15) and placed into the adjustment holder (9). By means of the screen (6)
the focus of the initial parallel green laser beam is measured.
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